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One of the key purpose of stocktaking is to physically go and see the dust of the dead and slow-moving
inventory, again emphasising better inventory reduction strategies. Here are four reasons why you should take
regular stock takes: 4 Topic 2 Lecture Notes Why stock take? Should this item be stocked? Schedule cycle
counting work You can schedule cycle counting plans to create cycle counting work immediately or
periodically. Consider implementing tighter security measures in store, such as CCTV cameras or security tags
on products. A stocktake will identify any issues that arise in a loss of stock as well as offer data to conduct
your own regular product performance analysis so as to maximise gross profit margins. You can also select a
work pool ID to assign the cycle counting work IDs that are created to. Since we are managing stock taking on
per week basis, Monthly Net Revenue is the sum of Actual Net Revenue every week. Ideally, all people
participating in the count should be trained on the procedure. Simply put, it is the process of physically
counting the actual stock you have on your site s. Related setup task Set up a cycle counting plan for a
warehouse location. As another example, you set the number of days between cycle counts to 5. The following
example shows how you can perform spot cycle counting by using a mobile device. However, there is still a
chance that someone may have counted in litres or pounds, instead of boxes or individual units Verify that the
SKU or product identification number is correct. Create cycle counting work, based on threshold parameters
for items Cycle counting work can be created when the number of items falls below a specific threshold value
in a location. If the work user enters a value that isn't between 40 and 60, a difference occurs. Optional: Repeat
step 3 for the remaining items in the location, and confirm that no additional items are available for counting.
Now over the years, I have learned lot more advantages of stocking, rather than just financial. You should
think the purpose of stocking as one of the key pillars for Inventory Management System that will hopefully
grow as your business grows. Register the location to perform spot cycle counting for. If you do not require to
perform inventory counts with monthly frequency, you can use this very spreadsheet for other periodic
inventory counts and analyses. I have created short video below that helps to answer this question. Team
leaders randomly tally products from Aisles. You will also be able to see if there is a dead stock that you
should think about possible flash sales to shift the stock. The counted value differs from the on-hand inventory
quantity, and no deviation limits are set. Apart from your business address, sites can also include any storage
or warehouse facility you may own or are renting. Stock outs of other products. Perform a cycle count by
using a mobile device There are several methods for processing cycle counting work by using Finance and
Operations on a mobile device: User directed â€” The worker can specify a cycle counting work ID that has a
status of Open. Apply effective procedures to manage difficulties for a stock take. So, you must monitor this
type of stock and ensure as much of it is sold before you are forced to sell it at a reduced price. You may have
to invest in more robust measures such as better quality tagging and closed-circuit cameras to allow for better
capture and prosecution of offenders thus sending out a message to other would-be shoplifters of the
consequences of the high chance of getting caught.


